
Our growing company is looking for a risk management manager. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for risk management manager

Significant experience and understanding of the design and delivery of Risk
Management Framework, policies and processes
Develop and maintain Model Validation and Model Risk Management (MRM)
policies for the Enterprise
Actively participate in supporting the Director, Corporate Operational Risk
Management with various projects and adhoc requests
Participate in a small number of high impact projects to provide guidance and
influence from a change perspective, focusing on effective execution and
transition from current to future/steady state on all impacted teams and
processes
Gain a view on all projects across all Risk teams, and establish a method to
rationalize and prioritize the projects
Build the engagement model between the team and the EPMO, focusing on
minimizing areas of duplication, and positioning projects and initiatives for
success
Review and prepare premium and claims invoicing, including coordination
with accounting to ensure charges are charged out appropriately
Seeks to identify and evaluate potential risks on new business prospects and
advises the Director
To support the Management / Management Committee in assessing the risks
and contract deviations on major contracts
Secure information, update spreadsheets and analyze data contained in
various underwriting schedules including the US firms’ property/asset values,
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Qualifications for risk management manager

Excellent leadership and communication skills, , a highly flexible and team
oriented personality
Mastersd degree in Statistics, Mathematics, Economics, Engineering, or
related fields required- Ph.D
Experience with one of the following data manipulation and modeling tools,
such as SAS, R, SQL, Python
Experience in Basel capital or economic capital risk modeling is preferred
Good written and oral communication skills and ability to articulate complex
theories, concepts, methodology and findings
Strong relationship management skills and the ability to work effectively with
colleagues, business area points of contact and leaders


